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Abstract: A steganographic apps-based patient’s information
communication system has been designed, developed and
implemented in Java programming language that can hide
patient confidential data in an image. The Playfair cipher
encryption-decryption technique with a set of keywords has been
used in this transaction system. For this, the patient’s information
is first encrypted with the Playfair encryption technique and
produces the cipher text that are embedded with an image in a
hidden format and then the image is sent to the destination. In the
receiving end, the encrypted hidden information is extracted and
retrieve the information by using the reverse process. The process
has been applied on several patient’s information and
steganographic images and found the results successfully. This
proposed steganographic process is a higher layer of security
methods in the communications and can be applied where high
security is needed.

plaintext. The Playfair cipher generation process is based on
using a 5 x 5 matrix of letters made up of using the letters of
the keyword [6], [7]. In this technique, a keyword
„COMPUTER‟ is used, the matrix is constructed by filling the
letters of the keyword from left to right and top to bottom and
then filling in the remainder of the matrix with the remaining
alphabets in orderly sequence [8]. The construction of the
Playfair cipher with the keyword COMPUTER is presented in
Table I. The encryption-decryption process is performed here
by using the di-letters of the plaintext and the ciphertext
respectively. For this, the intended plaintext letters are first
prepared as a set of di-letters form and perform the encryption
process. The letters are replaced with the following character
depending on the basis of their position either column-wise or
row-wise and are replaced with the opposite diagonal
elements if they are in a diagonal position [9], [10].

Index Terms: Steganography, Playfair Cipher, Image
Steganography, Secret Communication.

Table I: A Playfair Matrix with COMPUTER keyword

I. INTRODUCTION
In a secured electronic communication, steganography is
the science of information hiding in an image. It allows the
communicants to transact secret information. In this current
era of communication, steganography plays a role of
influence in the secret electronic transactions in a completely
undetectable manner. In a steganography system, there are
observed three main issues and they are imperceptibility,
capacity and undetectable [1].
Steganography techniques is the process of writing text of
data, information on an image in a secret manner by using
cryptographic applications that is to be undetected until the
data is retrieved in reverse process [2]. Cryptography is the art
of scrambling message to make it difficult to understand
whereas steganography is the art of hiding information to
make it difficult to find [13], [4]. Here, both of the methods
are combined to propose and implement a system of secured
information communication system that can be applied on
sensitive information transactions.
The cryptographic method Playfair cipher generation
process is based on the use of a set of letters in the matrix form
constructed by using a keyword [5]. Here a keyword is a word
without repeating characters. KEYWORD, MONARCHY,
COMPUTER are some examples of keywords. This method
can only allow the text that contains only alphabets in the
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The cryptography process using in the Playfair cipher is
presented below. The equation for the encryption process is
C = [EKs(P)]

… … … (1)

And the process of decryption is
P=[DKs(C)]

… … … (2)

Here, C is the ciphertext letter, E is the encryption process,
D is the decryption process, Ks is the session key that is the
transformation, and P is the plaintext letter.
The generated ciphertext of the patient‟s information is
added in the image so that one cannot easily identify the
hidden information and the output can safely transmit to the
destination. In this paper, information is first encrypted with
the keyword using in the Playfair cipher technique and the
produced ciphertext is used in the steganography process to
hide the information and then is sent to the intended
destination for secured image
transactions.
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II. REVIEW WORKS
Image steganography is applied to hide data on an image
that is not visible to anyone‟s eyes. All the image
steganography processes to hide data based on the structure of
the format of the most commonly used images on the Internet,
Graphics Interchange Format (GIF), Joint Photographic
Expert Group (JPEG), Portable Network Groups (PNG) and
Bit Map Picture (BMP) [11]-[14].

A. Flow Diagram
The entire process of the proposed system is depicted in Fig.1.

■ In steganography the original image that is chosen as a
carrier for the secret data is call a cover image.
■ In the result image of choosing the right cover image
and embedding the secret data inside it is known as
Stego image.
■ The sender should have an algorithm for creating the
Stego image to embed the data, and the receiver
should have the matching algorithm to extract the
hidden data from that particular Stego image and this
is called Stego key.
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The main challenge in this image steganography is that
many image manipulation techniques might destroy the
hidden message on any image, since it will change the feature
of the Stego-image, it might as well change the feature of the
hidden message inside it, such as cropping might crop the
hidden message if it was located in one section of the image or
corrupt it, rotation might give the receiver difficulty in finding
the hidden message, filtering might destroy the hidden
message completely and so on [15]-[18].
III. PROPOSED METHOD
If one needs to send patient‟s information in a secure
manner, then the processes are to send “Patient to Doctor” or
“Doctor to Doctor” use steganography techniques for keep
secret patient's confidential data. The process is composed of
the main three operations and they are encryption using
Playfair technique, image composing for the steganography
process, and the transmission to the destination [19]. The
reverse process is performed in the destination to retrieve the
actual patient‟s information in the system.
For encryption,
(a) At first Patient‟s information Encrypt with Playfair cipher
(b) Then cipher text and patient‟s image are attached by Stego
Application
(c) In the end, the Stego Image is produced that are to be sent
to the destination
For Decryption,
(a) At first received Stego Image
(b) Then Stego Image extract by Stego Application
(c) Next ciphertext and patient‟s image is retrieved
(d) Now ciphertext is decrypted with Playfair cipher
(e) Finally patient‟s information is retrieved

Fig 1: Flow-diagram of the Proposed System
B. Algorithm: The algorithm of the proposed system is
presented below.
Step 1: Take information plain text.
Step 2: Encrypt with Playfair cipher
a) Select keyword.
b) Prepare a square matrix of 25 character, where
(I/J) in one box.
c) Perform encryption with either row-wise or
column-wise or diagonal shape as clock-wise.
d) Found cipher text.
Step 3: Perform with encrypting Stego Application
a) Enter cipher text and an image.
b) Attach cipher text & image.
c) Found Stego Image.
Step 4: This Stego Image send by internet.
Step 5: Received Stego Image
Step 6: Again perform with decryption Stego Image.
a) Enter the Stego image
b) Extract image and cipher text.
c) Take cipher text and move image.
Step 7: Decrypt with Playfair cipher
a) Select keywords
b) Prepare a square shape matrix of 25 character,
where (I/J) in one box.
c) Perform decryption with either row-wise or
column-wise or diagonal shape as anti-clock wise.
d) Found plain text information.
Step 8: Got information text.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
The system is implemented and found several outputs for
the given set of input information. Selected input and output
are given here.
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Patient‟s info as plaintext is encrypted by Playfair using the
keyword COMPUTER and the cipher text is produced. This
cipher text and person image (Patient‟s Image) are attached
together by Encrypt app, a Stego image is found. This Stego
image is then sent to the intended receiver. And the receiver
extract Stego image by Decrypt App, finally plaintext
(Patient‟s info) is retrieved. The Playfair cipher, Encrypt App
and the Decrypt App are presented in Fig. 2.

the destination successfully. For this several inputs are taken
and all are analyzed and found the successful results. The
complexity of the proposed system depends on the composite
complexity both of Playfair cipher and also on the
steganographic process.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A steganographic process of image file and text file is
designed, developed and implemented by using Playfair
cipher with a keyword. The encryption process of the
patient‟s information is performed by using the Playfair
cipher generation technique and the produced ciphertext is
attached with the image file and then is sent to the destination.
A description of the proposed system is presented here with
the logical concepts of steganography and Playfair technique
and also discussed from the existing research works how data
can be hidden in images. Here, it is focused on very basics of
data hiding strategies and embedded to ensure the secrecy of
data as well as reliability and robustness. The method is quite
useful for all sorts of sensitive medical data and information
transactions in steganography process. The success rate of
this method can be improved if the related properties are
carefully maintained.

2.1 Playfair Cipher
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2.2 Encrypt App

2.3 Decrypt App
Fig. 2: Images of the Implantation System

V. RESULT ANALYSIS
The patient‟s information is encrypted using the Playfair
cipher generation technique and the encrypted information is
attached with the steganographic images and finally is sent to
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